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Y.Koniya, T.Sakanoto, E.Suzuki and y.Tarui

Electrotechnical Laboratory
Tanashi, Tokyo

conbihation of a thin filrn optical circuit(1)"itr, seniconductor substrate will be one of
inportant technology in future' For lhe first trial, a thin optical waveguide including nonvoLatile
Ill3lll)ry is conbined with silicon planar devi-ce. The purpose of this paper is to describe the
fabrication rFthod and propagation characteristics of rarou-sio2-si opticaL waveguides and to
evaluate the physical structure and optoelectronic characteristics of Taro, waveguides with cIS
(conduct or- Insul at ors - semicon duct or) nonvol ati le memory s tructure .

TantaLum pentoxide (T"r9r] thin filns have been made on a silicon substrate by a similar
method in the previous p"pu"!Q)'G)such that a Ta film is deposited on a thernally oxidized silicon
wafer by sputtering in an argon atmosphere and then the deposited Ta film is oxidized to Taro,
filrn at 550oc in 0, 8as flows. The oxidation time of raro, is determi-ned in order to obtain
better CIS neurory characteri-stics and found to be about 60 rninutes Longer than the tine necessary
to get the transparent Ta2O. filn.

Fi.g.1 shows the oPtical waveguicle modes of a Tar0, thin filn on the oxidized silicon wafer,
where the refractive indices of a TarO, fiLn and a sio, are z.l5 and 1.46 respectively. Fig.2
shows the propagation of light from a He-Ne laser (Z-= oszg i ) i-., a Taro,4. filn on a thermally
oxidized silicon substrate. Transmission losses have been neasured Uy using rutiLe prisrn
couplers in TM, mode. The attenuati.on of the TarO, filrn ('5000i,) aue to the scattering loss
is considered about 5.6d8/cm fron curve 1, because the leakage of the guided light to a Si substrate
is theoretically negligible in the case of curve L ( thickness of SiO, : Z+fOi). Curve 2 (thick-
ness of SiO, : 2920A) shows 6.7d8/cn in loss. The attenuation of curve 2 is caused by the scatter-
ing loss and the leakage 1oss. The leakage l-oss 1.ldB/cm is found to be accordance with a theoreti-
cal estination considering coupling to Si substrate.

A transparent gate.(lnZos.Sn0r) is evaporated on TarO, filrn to rnake CIS rrmory diode. The photo-

nrrlnoly characteristicJa) 
"of"an" 

irS aioa" is neasured by ifluminating nonfilteredlights of lkW Xe

lanp as shown in Fig.4. In Fig.4, parallel shifts of V* are observed according to the applied
gate voltage stress.

Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the same photornenory characteristics by the guided He-Ne laser bean.

The schenatic neasurerent setup is shown in Fig.3. The enlarged photograph of the guided 1iglrt
passing under the transparent gates (- 800i. InrOr.SnOr) is shown in Fig.7. It is possible to
write the renory and to erase the stored rpmory charge by the guided light as shown in Fig.S and

Fig.6.
CIS integrated transistor structures which is capable of writi.ng and erasing the stored nemory

charges by the guided light passing wrder the gates are fabricated as shown in Fig.8. It is possi-
ble to detect the guided light by a PN junction in Si substrate in the device structure of Fig.8.

The technical problens to be solved for further inprovements of the device characteristics
are selection and design of transparent conductive gate el-ectrode rnaterials. About 800 i, thin
InrOr'SnO" filn of the present device gives rise to 10^100 kSl/o sheet resistance, which makes.JZ

this device difficult to operate in more than 1 MHz gate signal. In case of using a thicker InrOr.
SnO, fihn than 800 i, the guided light is for.md to be attenuated nainly under the gate portion.
One reans of settling this difficulty is considered to fabricate the gate electrode which has

tapered ends.

Another desired physical structure
SiO, mder the gate without attenuation
work in a snaller gate voltage.
t,ion for eryerinents.

of the gate portion is a local reduction of thickness of
of the guided light, which make5this device possible to
The authors thanks H.Azuma and M.Suzuki for their coopera-
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Fig.3 Schematic figure of measurerent setup
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Fig.7 Photograph of propagation light in
a TarOU film under transparent gate
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Fig.8 Photograph of fabricated optical
integrated circuit


